
 

The floor below Snowy creaked eerily. She grimaced, casting her gaze around for any sign 

of the presence that had been watching her ever since the strange happenings had begun. Things 

were quiet enough, she crouched down, setting her hand below her, palm flat on the solid wood 

below her. 

She reached out, sensing for life and almost recoiled at what she felt instead. It 

confirmed her first suspicion, she was no longer on the Snow Queen, her starship, even though 

her eyes said differently. The traces of life were just shy of tangible, as if she could see them from 

the corner of her eye, but covered in something foul, like a thick patina of grease and oil.  

The wretched sensation was moving, alerting her to the arrival of a fresh assailant. It was 

a mass of twisted bark and bone, misshapen into some five legged chimera. It limped around the 

corner, a hollow eye socket still seeing her as it bayed and dropped to a scampering, uneven run. 

It wasn’t the first monster that had accosted her here and it would not be the last, but she would 

be damned if she’d permit such an abomination to touch her.  

Snowy had to conserve her energy over all, but the spell she charged her fist with was a 

minor expense. The magic that she sent toward the creature would have been a mending spell on 

a more natural being, but the bio-wizard used the chimera’s own confused make-up against it. 

The body couldn’t mend into a single whole, and the creature glared outward in a frenzy. One 

arm still swiped at Snowy while the rest of its body turned and clawed at itself, feeling the 

twisting energies. She didn’t need to see what the thing would look like, and so she turned away, 

already walking down the corridor as it slumped to the floor.  

When the monster broke apart she was still connected to the flows enough that she 

sensed the slick sheen pull back just a touch. Snowy called the name of the artificial intelligence 

of her ship.  

“Sivnia, heed me!”  

She would have taken a watered down shell of the construct if it meant not being alone, 

but the magic could not reach her after all. With an angry growl, Snowy looked over her 

shoulder.  

Like the other monsters before it, this one was rapidly decaying and breaking apart into 

dark dust before her eyes. Every one she’d defeated had vanished in such a manner, even when 

she’d held back from a mortal blow. So now she just disabled them as quickly as possible, if just 

because she didn’t like the idea that she was being toyed with.  

Snowy had heard a ghost story, retold so many times. The collections were so scattered 

that even those who spread the tale didn’t believe their own tellings. She scoffed, musing out 

loud. “Looks like I’ve found the root of all those fantasies… Well, ghost ship, if you are as 

sentient as they claim, you’ve picked the wrong mage to trifle with.”  



 

As if on cue the floor and walls around her creaked again. Superstitious minds would 

have heard laughter in those motions, but Snowy paid it no further attention. She would solve 

this mystery, and if she had her way, she’d leave no trace that might let anyone believe it was 

more than legend.  

 

The malevolent watcher rumbled a low chuckle as he returned to his watch point. Even 

when he’d appeared as an ambushing trio of demons they’d been torn apart . This mage was 

beyond his hopes and expectations, yet still quite within his capacity. Her ship had been an 

enticing target, wrought entirely of magic and life, but the vessel had been well guarded from 

attack.  Still, he’d managed to punch through the protections just enough to spirit Snowy away 

into this twisted simulacrum.  

His own essence, a vessel antithetical to the Snow Queen, took the appearance of his 

prey’s craft. The interior was just shy of recognisable to more easily mislead and betray any who 

wandered the halls. To the mastermind behind Snowy’s ordeal the entire space was malleable, 

too, meaning any familiar road could change in front of her. As she rounded a corner, he blocked 

the way back to shepherd her onwards. It was time to give her a more elusive opponent.  

 

Snowy was irrationally irritated by something within this new room. It was like 

something was out of place within it, but she couldn’t tell what. The more she looked the more it 

gnawed at her, it was definitely visually identical to one of her store rooms, the furnishings and 

lighting were all immaculately copied, but still, it was wrong somehow.  

She sighed, if she was to break out of this maze she could stand to furnish herself with 

some extra equipment, and given the difficulties she’d had just in trying to find the path to the 

ship’s bridge, it came as a relief that her legs had taken her in at least one correct direction.  

Moving over to some crates she prised off the lid of the nearest one, even their contents 

were what she had back in the true version of the Snow Queen.  Each discovery made it feel like 

her ship had indeed been stolen and grafted into something new, but that shouldn’t have been 

possible without leaving some more obvious marks.  

Tugging at another lid, Snowy grunted when it defied her. A light prickle ran up her back 

as she set her hands on it again, her suspicions told her this was the oddity she’d felt but she 

wasn’t going to back down. The other threats hadn’t survived her forward approach, it was time 

to see what was in store.  

With another wrenching tug the lid creaked and broke open, falling to the ground.  

Adrenaline rose as she prepared for something to leap out, but instead she was greeted 

with a sight that stirred a different reaction. Strange gear that looked like it belonged in 



 

someone’s more intimately private collection had been neatly stowed inside. Bracing herself, she 

bent forward to dig around and see what might lurk in the depths.  

 

The lid came to a halt after it had been thrown, the seeping amorphous monster that 

clung to the underside silently oozed onto the floor. The green skinned woman was distracted, it 

started to form up, keeping in her blind spot as it prepared. 

 

Snowy felt a chilly touch like some liquid strike her from behind. Her outfit left some 

skin exposed which felt the cool touch of the gooey monster’s form. Reflexively, she began to 

incant a spell, however a sudden chill, felt all the more icy by its location, shot into the back of 

the black leather that veiled her rump, flowing within her.  

The goo went between her cheeks before she could react and she felt it tense up, pressing 

something in as soon as it stretched her hole. That was more than enough to distract her, the 

spell dying on her lips. “Shit! What the hell are you?!” She demanded incredulously, trying to 

reach behind her back.  

Her hand squashed into it’s form but it flowed back at her in an aggressive surge, coating 

her fingers and palm. “Oh hells!” She yelled, trying to pull away, that gout of goo detached from 

the monster’s body to keep her hand coated while also reaching over her wrist to cover the base 

of the loose sleeve she wore. It compressed tightly, balling her fingers into a tight fist, and as she 

shook her arm, trying to get the liquid off, it crept up the sleeve, transmuting it before her eyes 

from the cloth it had been into a more rigid form of the same shining gloss that comprised the 

monster’s body.  

Despite the sudden attack, she kept her cool enough not to lose her other hand in the 

same manner, but that meant she was open to the surge she felt from behind. The pressure at 

her ass burst forward and a more solid shape was inserted, she felt the tendrils wiggle around 

the cavity while they started pressing deeper into her. The stimulation distracted her attempts to 

fight back, again, as whatever had been pressed in teased her constantly while also anchoring 

itself in place.  

The goo was still active and stuck to her back, and she felt that same transmutation 

happening at her shorts. She didn’t want to think what it might add to her front if it got there, 

and so she wrapped her free hand in a lacy garment that rested in the crate, and used it as a 

flimsy layer of protection to prevent the goo finishing it’s intended actions.  

She wrenched the front of her panties down snapping the garment away while it was still 

in a flux between solid and liquid. The garment fell off her hips, exposing her crotch, but she 

already felt that was a better alternative to letting the creature have its way. It struck back, 

coiling over the lace, greedily, but she was half expecting the move. She threw the garment away 



 

before the infected part connected with her skin. The slime beast had also committed too much 

to the attack and the leverage made it slip off. It landed with a wet splut on the floor, and she 

moved quickly away, vaulting over the crate. She didn’t stall to get anything that she might have 

wanted, instead she located the nearest way out and sprang towards it. 

The sudden motion agitated the intruder up her behind though, making her groan and 

setting her knees to a quiver. The goo was creeping toward her, but without the surprise factor, it 

was far too slow to keep up, and she didn’t mean to stay around in case it learned to be faster. 

Through the exit she ran, shutting the door behind her. Its seal was air-tight, she hoped the 

thing wouldn’t be able to chase, or that it evaporated like the other monsters, but she was 

relatively confident she was safe. Though, as she looked around she was less enthused on her 

new surroundings compared to the room from before. 

 Having made her escape, she found herself in a dark, barely lit room and it was taking 

her eyes some time to adjust. Lest she be too out in the open she went to a wall, hiding behind a 

tall piece of furniture and glaring at the long glove on her arm.  

“Alright you slimy bastard, let’s see what you’re about.” She grumbled at it. The surface 

still pulsated ominously. She didn’t want to use the affected limb or let that material touch 

anything else she wore. Instead she employed her teeth to detach the sleeve on her free arm. She 

used it as a makeshift glove to carefully cover her hand as she had done with , both to remove 

another hazard before it could be exploited, and to test a theory. “Damn.” She grunted, 

unsurprised but annoyed. As soon as the fabric touched the glove it started to convert to the 

same substance. She tugged it and threw it aside before it reached her skin.  

“Well, guess I’m rocking that asymmetrical style for a bit.” She groaned, in an attempt to 

lighten her mood.  

Something clattered at the far end of the room and Snowy shut her eyes, grimacing and 

grunting. Could these damned apparitions not give her even five minutes? 

As if in retort to her thoughts, the more intimate intruder pulsed inside her again, 

making her have to bite her lip to prevent a squeak that might have alerted whatever was coming 

next. She couldn’t stop her breath from quickening when the clattering got closer, but she at 

least kept the breaths shallow and quiet.  

The steps were more confident and sure than any she’d heard so far. This wasn’t some 

shambling thing, this creature walked with purpose.  

She shuffled under the ledge of a counter, trying to puzzle out what room she was in now, 

but this one didn’t belong on her ship. The footsteps stopped, she heard a deep breath being 

taken. “Aaaaah. Heeeere?” A voice croaked.  

She waited, there was silence, the voice tutted and said “No.” Silence again.  



 

This new creature took another step, but Snowy jumped, the direction had changed, it 

was coming from elsewhere. Her heart beat in the tension as she moved as stealthily as she 

could to the counter’s end, trying to put herself between the two sources she’d heard. If this 

creature could teleport it would be difficult to get the jump on it.  

“Heeere?” It croaked, yet again. The steps resumed from the first location. She tried to 

conjure some of the magic that needed no words, focusing on her covered right fist, but her 

stomach twisted. That oily feeling from before returned far stronger, as if she was having to 

reach through a pool of it.  

There were still some things she could do, but none that she could prepare silently…  

Another stepping rhythm, from the second angle. She shook her head, it was a dangerous 

move to peek out, but she needed more information. Angling her head forward, she rose, trying 

to ignore how that upset the wiggling tendril that was like a living plug inside her. It wasn’t a 

teleporter, there were just two of them, a pair of shadowy shapes that moved one at a time.  

The motionless figure’s head had an elongated, beak like tip, though the rest of it was 

shrouded, hunched and under a cloaking cover. It had been staring at the other figure, but its 

neck rotated smoothly to the side. When it began to move, the companion’s regard snapped to it.  

When one moved the other watched, but she imagined it was almost a motion tracking of 

some kind. She braced herself to plunge through that foulness, trying to sense if these creatures 

were biological or not, and as she started the magics, she saw both of them shiver erratically. 

“Heeeeeere!” They both whispered, making her break the spell before they trace it.  

This was starting to become more nightmarish by the minute. The first foray of monsters 

hadn’t been anything of a challenge, even if they had used up some of her resources. But then, 

she’d been mindful to pace herself. She was nearly to the bridge, she had to be, she’d seen damn 

near every other room of her vessel, yet, if these things could be evaded, it might be the best 

course.  

She dropped back down before they looked her way, and tried to approach the moving 

form. When the now more distant creature started up she planned to use the window to break 

past the closer one.  

Holding her breath, ignoring the forbidden pleasure caused by the intermittent 

scrabbling inside her, she drew as close as she dared, waiting for the shift. 

“Heeeeeere?” The screeching sound came, closer than she meant for it to be, but yet 

again the monsters had swapped after the call. On her side of the room it stilled and set itself as 

steps began. She inched forward, giving it a couple of seconds to be staring at its twin and then 

rounded the corner.  

Her heart leapt as a metallic beaked face stared at her. “Here! Here! Here!” It yelled, its 

other half suddenly running in rapid paces toward her. She had no choice now, she dashed past 



 

the creature as both of them started to repeat the word. After a few seconds delay, the nearest 

one began to move, even with its partner still going.  

“Damn it, why did you wretches realise you could both move now?” She barked at them.  

The shadowy silhouette threw back their long cloak, reaching metal limbs grasped at the 

air. What she perceived to be bulk stretched out in a disquieting way. The creatures were long 

and narrowly built, just enough flesh and muscle present to show they weren’t robotic, but 

rather augmented in some way.  

The near one raised it’s long arms out to the side and sharply clapped them together 

when it had closed on Snowy. Metallic fingers, as long as her forearm, closed and linked over her 

gloved arm and body.  

It’s shorter, pointed thumbs swiped to her chest, too blunt to slice, which was some tiny 

relief, but instead they rolled under her bosom, trying to pop her loose from the bodysuit she 

wore.  “Oh great, you are perverted!” She managed to growl. The monsters had seldom lasted 

long enough to make their intent known. On top of that they’d rarely seemed equipped to kill, 

often their gaze had been misplaced, an altogether different kind of predatory glint in the eyes of 

those who had them.  

“Whoever summoned you certainly has macabre tastes!” She grunted, quickly conjuring 

up one of her magicks into her left hand.  

“Caught! Caught!” The one holding her yelled as its twin arrived, still chanting “Here.” 

The one that held her leaned its head forward and up, and the frame of its body, like a strange 

rib cage, split open. Her eyes saw what it intended, its limbs could fold to be a living body cage 

and if those hands clicked into place it would lock down hard around whatever it drew in. Snowy 

was having none of it. Her fist shot forward, lancing the magic into the creature.  

It cawed in shock, both hands gripping harder before it grew silent, slumping forward. 

She landed on her feet, but still within its rigid grasp as the other beast arrived at her side. She 

couldn’t use the same spell again and the weight of the downed creature encumbered her 

heavily.  

The other creature closed in, grabbing it’s fellow instead of her, at least to begin with. She 

felt a relayed grinding and a crunch as it tore the gripping arms free from the long ‘hands’.  

While under the shroud they’d seemed identical, this close she could see their bodies 

were very different. The first creature’s limbs were few, and long. This one instead had many 

arms with less dangerous looking components, though too jumbled to make out in the dim light. 

She groaned, trying to tug away, but the fingers were grasping her solidly where they’d landed.  

The living fiend grabbed her arm, wrestling it between two that seemed less intent on 

subduing and more into stroking, with fingers running eerily along her flesh. As she started to 

let out a scream of a spell however, two hands shot up from the same side with alarming speed. 



 

One skittered over her face to grab behind the head while the other one, the palm of which was 

bulbous, no, spherical, clamped over her mouth!  

There was a whirring as the biomechanical mess fed a leather belt through a mechanized 

hollow in the arm behind her head and threaded it into the hand over her mouth, it was building 

a gag that pulled the ball out of the hand to clamp between her jaws. All this while more hands 

brushed against her whole body to keep her distracted.  

The rubbing and caressing had no right to feel this sensual coming from something that 

was so visually repelling, but there was more than teasing to its intent. It found the top of her 

long, strapped stockings and hooked under them, pulling them down and stealing her strapped 

sandals with them. More hands over her shoulders found the choker and harness she wore and 

where they couldn’t easily detach things they showed a shocking ability to sever, sending that all 

free from her.  

Another squeezing sensation distracted her all around her body, though, and she looked 

down. “Whnn nowh?” She mewled around the ball, wincing as she saw. The binding glove was 

being ignored by the machine, and it had been pressed against her side long enough that the 

lower harness and the corset below had been corrupted and twisted, becoming skin tight and 

squeezing.  

More hands came up to her head and legs, and she realised it meant to restrain her 

further. It was now or never, she’d been saving another spell for what might lie ahead, but if she 

didn’t cast it while her arm was free, it might be that she never gained another convenient 

moment.  

With a burst of energy, she laid her hand on the creature's arm, flooding it with 

something akin to which she’d taken out the beast of bone and bark. It energised the creature, 

but too much, the overload making it twist and writhe, dropping her. It wouldn’t be enough to 

finish it, but it let her out of its grip, and with just the cage like form squeezing around her torso, 

she was able to run again.  

She made it out of the door and into the relatively dazzling light of the next room, her 

one arm hitting the controls to seal the door and cut off her retreat again. Her chest heaved as 

she tried to calm down, there was a single beat of tapping at the door, and then silence, the 

monster had done its part, and retreated from whence it came.  

 

In the dark room the grasping construct went back to its fallen companion and seized it. 

Shadows shifted and reformed, flowing out of the monsters, the two shapes were breaking down 

into the dust, which swirled in a vortex. A tall bipedal dragon stepped out of it, even with no one 

to watch he was prone to some light theatrics.  



 

He walked over to the discarded, rubberised sleeve, picking it up. “How careless, 

dropping your belongings like that.” He whispered. The last of the light in the room was 

smoothed into shadows, and then the dragon was gone, already moved onward for the next 

encounter.  

 

Snowy had travelled too many corridors in a confusing array, some doubling back on 

themselves more than they should even be able to. It was fatiguing, as she’d had to spend more 

of her energy before that in prying the cage-like grasp of the metal hands from her body.  

She rounded another bend, and finally she saw it, the door to the bridge lay before her, 

but a pool of shadows swirled on the floor before it. A figure rose upward, out of the gloom, as if 

constructed before her eyes.  It was humanoid, it’s features hidden by a blank mask.  

You the one running this show or just another flunky? she thought to herself, the gag 

had held firm through her attempts to prise it apart. The fact that one hand was bound and her 

mouth obstructed was no coincidence, she was sure.  

Fortunately the figure was slight enough that she could slip past him if he left himself 

open, as she hardly wanted to try and fight like this.  

The figure started to move forward, forcing the encounter on his terms, he accelerated on 

the way, and just when he was in striking distance he put on a shocking burst of speed. 

“Mnngh?!” Snowy yelled as he shoved her aside.  

This was the fastest predator she’d faced by a mile! She turned but couldn’t keep up, the 

thing dashing behind her. But if all it was going to do was show off its speed… Snowy leapt 

toward the now open path, and she heard a human hiss of displeasure from behind the mask as 

it saw her.  

She heard a metallic sound and threw herself against the wall as the man dove forward, 

thrusting into the space she’d just been standing in. Her eyes darted down, expecting to see a 

knife, or blade, but instead it was an open shackle of some kind. “Smart.” He murmured “I’d be 

sad if you made it too easy on me.” He added, now that he’d shown capacity for speech.  

Snowy wasn’t standing idly, nor letting him grandstand, she lashed with a heel, kicking 

him in the back. He stumbled forward from the blow, but was once again between her and her 

goal.  

He shook off the blow rising again. “You’re impressive,” He conceded, “to think you’d 

still be fighting given the state you’re in.” 

The shackle he’d used before was nowhere to be seen, his hands were instead empty. He 

darted forward and Snowy prepared for another tussle, however the thick intruder in her rump, 

which had fallen almost dormant in her most recent exploration, sprang back to life. The jarring 



 

reignition of action made her squeal and gave the figure just enough opening to close on her, 

grabbing her free arm in both of his. She felt tightness along the exposed skin, the rubbery 

feeling like the glove on her covered limb.  

It was the sleeve she’d thrown away, nurtured into a bondage mitten like the first and 

drawn up. However it didn’t stop there, a hand grabbed her other arm and pulled the two sleeves 

behind her back, there was a light feeling of motion and then the rubbery coating flowed 

together.  

Snowy grunted in worried rage, trying to fight as her arms were joined together by the 

goop. “Got you.” He whispered into her ear, pulling her back, her arms pressed against his chest 

as his hands rose in front of her, taking heavy handfuls of her breasts. The thumbs peeled the 

transmuted corset downward, and in answer to his touch the garment drew backward, not just 

popping them loose, but removing the chance for them to be covered again.  

The grasping fingers of his left pressed at her tit, kneading the nipple between them as 

she struggled. “It was a good dance, but I think it’s time we truly met, no?”  

“Mmmph hrrnhghph!” She growled.  

He reached to his mask, pulling it off and tucking it away. As he did, his entire body 

changed, rippling as the glamour dispelled, or perhaps a new one was simply applied. Rather 

than a man, a dragon stood behind her. His aura answered her other questions, the oily 

sensation had been a projection to cover that his magic was steeped in undeath.  

“From what you were shouting at my ship, at me, I take it you’re heard some of the tales 

that have been told.” He mused. “I even helped spread some of those rumours myself, glad to see 

they’ve grown on their own.”  

She growled in defiance, unable to free her arms no matter how she strained. The 

transmuted latex coverings stayed just pliant enough to let her fight them, but she couldn’t push 

at the dragon with any measure of strength. “I’ve been waiting for this since I brought you to this 

ship. Your tenacity, your power, I find them both alluring, so I hope you can endure the last 

trial.” 

The pronouncement was accompanied by another squeeze, as well as a stiff shape 

pressing between her thighs. Snowy’s eyes widened and her thrashing grew another level. “All 

the close encounters I had with you, the near misses, the wounds you delivered. Well, to my lust 

it was like telling someone with no impulse control that they can’t have the thing in front of 

them.”  

She could tell what he was planning, but his words didn’t quite make sense to her. “Ah, I 

can assume your question, woman, I am no summoner. Every fiend you fought was merely a 

shapeshifted disguise of my own. But enough talk...” He pulled her backwards, swerving to press 

her against the wall while he cut in front.  



 

Even though she should have been afraid for her life and for the liberties he might take, 

there was still something disarmingly glamorous to his appearance. He didn’t look like some 

undead monster, but the enchantment ended when his arm scooped below her thigh, lifting it up 

into the air. The tip of his spear pressed gradually closer while the insert in Snowy’s rump 

started to shiver and wiggle all the more. He was gallant enough to let her exposed waist gain 

some moisture, even taking the time to prepare himself.  

Never one to give in, Snowy glared and hurled muffled insults at him as her pussy lips 

were gently split apart, the shaft travelling an investigative inch, then easily back out. In again, 

slightly deeper. She winced and shook her head as his free hand went back to caressing her 

breast, fixated on playing with the nipple.  

His waist halted, he looked into her eyes, gave a smirk to prepare her and then he 

plunged in. His rhythm grew to a steady pounding, forcing her up onto the tips of her toes when 

he started to get going. The dragon growled low in joy as he humped his prize. The woman 

resisted his efforts, but he didn’t mind. If anything, he enjoyed it all the more.  The way the 

insert at her rump caused her to clench over him made up for her reticence and there was no 

reason for her to acquiesce, he had no intentions of letting her climax even if she had been 

wanting to.  

His own approach was not just carnal, though that was the true drive, his assault was 

draining the energy from his prey, sucking it into him, replenishing all he’d spent in his hunt. 

 He felt his girth shudder, ready to explode, but he was waiting, drawing out enough 

energy that she’d be absolutely exhausted before he dared finish.  

Snowy herself felt the enervation a while after it had started. She thought it fatigue at 

first, but then with each heartbeat her legs felt more leaden, her body slowly lost what reserves it 

should have still maintained, all while that penetrating dick rubbed into her walls. She had just 

enough control to deny him the satisfaction of seeing her wanting it, and soon she felt the 

shuddering pressure build and release as he came into her.  

The dragon stopped once he’d been spent, pulling back. Snowy slid down against the 

wall, upsetting the intruder in her ass once again as her butt hit the floor.  

Her captor reached back into his cloak, pulling out the mask. He caressed it with his 

thumbs and it transmuted from the solid ceramic it had been into pliant rubber, rounded to 

cover a whole head.  

There was a nose hole, but otherwise the mask was featureless, and he drew the hood 

closer to Snowy. She couldn’t even shake her head with any real strength, exhaustive magics had 

sapped her of everything.  



 

The dragon’s lips peeled back cruelly, but he said nothing as he stretched the rubber out, 

sliding it over her skull and tugging it into place. The lips bulged from the still gagging ball, and 

the mask just barely showed the twisted expression she bore, and he was done.  

The dragon lifted her under one arm and dragged her away, through the door.  

In blinded darkness, she heard the door open, but rather than the familiar sounds of the 

bridge, a new, highly concerning noise filtered through the air. Grunts, moans, groans, all from 

other women.  

The dragon pulled his newest addition to the core room over to an empty bay. Twisted 

arcane machinery dominated the centre of the room, with all his previous captives still nurtured 

and drained by it.  

Snowy would serve him well, a mage of her calibur and power would allow him to expend 

even more energy, and thus ensnare even more captives.  

The woman was still limp under his arm, and so he took his time, letting Snowy feel the 

bounds of her prison as he built it around her.  

First, her neck was encased in a fitting collar as part of the device. It reshaped to match 

her, bracing against her jawline and extending over her neck to use her collarbones as an 

anchor, keeping her neck held rigid. Her arms were stripped from the binder, fed into holes in 

the machine that grabbed on over her joints, each arm was rendered nearly immobile.  

A lattice of metal was drawn over her body, emphasising her curves, with circular holes 

that fit over her breasts, and then the woman’s thighs were pulled out to the sides. A heavy, 

leather-lined clasp went down over the shin and thigh, keeping them bent and out of the way as 

the whole frame tilted to raise her hips upwards.  

The dragon’s clawed thumb pressed between her pussy, teasing her once again as his 

fingers went to coax out the intruder behind her. It squirmed and thrashed, not making its 

extraction easy on Snowy, whose body shuddered uncontrollably as it was slowly tugged out.  

Yet even after the would be parasite fell free, she was not given a rest. As soon as it 

popped free the machine fixed it’s last anchoring point into place, plunging a phallic rod into her 

rump instead. The final layer to be added was an attachment of the frame, squeezing and 

brushing toys covered her breasts and hid away her vagina, though unsurprisingly it was not for 

the sake of decency.  

Instead, the toys stimulated and teased at her nipples, mound, and clitoris. Every woman 

hooked into the machine endured the same, it kept their libidos high so that they could serve as 

a sexual battery to the dragon and his craft. As much as he wanted to break his new toy in 

immediately, the dragon decided Snowy could stew for a while, he’d sated himself for the next 

hour, at least, and walked away. Soon enough Snowy’s own groans and moans joined those of 



 

the others, all of them bound and kept drained, even those who had broken from the long years 

trapped and teased got little rest. 

 

It was three days later when the dragon finally deigned to use Snowy. Even though her 

mind kept together, resisting it all, the teasing feeling built up inside her body begged for 

release. The sign that something was happening at last came when the plug in her rump slid out, 

shaking as it did. The toys at her crotch peeled back, too as a second arm, shaped differently 

than the one in her rump plunged into the front instead.  

The dragon had returned. There were handles for his claws to grip, but he ignored them; 

with his new captives he preferred to be more intimate. His scaled palms pressed around the 

frame that held Snowy in place, squashing against the skin of her body as he drove himself into 

the newly vacated hole. The toys had been coated in a lubricant that cloud, meaning he needed 

no extra liquid to glide in. 

She tried to growl in rage and defiance, but her voice caught in her throat, moaning in a 

way that could be so easily misinterpreted.  

Not only had the dragon started to fuck her, but the toys at her breasts grew more 

empowered, squeezing, squashing and kneading at her. Meanwhile, the heavy plug in her pussy 

sprang to life, humping with a passion to rival the dragon’s own.  

Through the lust addled haze that crept over her thoughts, dropping her harshly into a 

morass of bliss, she felt that drain once again, all the energy that had come back to her from the 

time she’d spent in the machine was being pumped out of her and away. Whether into the 

machine or the dragon himself was no longer important to her. She realised now that the 

likelihood of escape would rely entirely on eternal factors.  

As the first unwanted climax started to build up, she wondered if the dragon would grant 

her the joy, or maybe he wouldn’t care either way, after all, for the indefinite future, she would 

be trapped in this core, serving only as an erotic source of power for a captor she couldn’t defeat. 

“I’m not sure which end I prefer more.” He said with a chuckle, as he pounded her rump, 

bouncing off the soft cheeks.  

When he was finished, she had still yet to climax. However, when the dragon pulled away 

the machine stuck its first plug back into the still messy hole, and then it joined the front shaft in 

pumping, both holes abused as he walked off.  


